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Rumors of mystery, treasure, and adventure have been spreading across the land about the Ruins of Gardona. It has brought
many travelers and adventurers to the city, including Makina, a renowned swordswoman known throughout the kingdom.

However, there’s something amiss about this place…

The citizens of Gardona seem to be acting strangely, growing more and more deviant. Could this have something to do with the
ruins? It’s up to Makina to explore the city and find out what could be causing these abnormalities. Maybe she will find her
answers deep within the halls and catacombs of the ruins. Or perhaps, she too will succumb to the spreading corruption...

Find out in this RPG brought to you in native English!

Features

Immersive Characters and Story
Steam Achievements
Trading Cards
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Title: Fallen ~Makina and the City of Ruins~
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Another Story
Publisher:
Kagura Games
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7/8/8.1/10

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0

Additional Notes: 1280x768 or better Display. Lag may occur from loading menus or maps. Turn off other programs before
running the game.

English,Simplified Chinese
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What the hell. This game.. Oh my lord was this fun. Would reccommend the story is actually a bit fun. I was suprised there was
an option to go to a bot and just hit level up.. Really skips the need to grind and get the good cutscenes. Was sad there was no
give up option and way to do it with most enemies.... The best Eroge game I have played. In my opinion it deserves a 7 out of 10
the art's pretty good character designs are nice and some scenes are reaaaally entertaining ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). To start off with, I couldn't
find a fault with the translation aspect of the game. Everthing is far better than a machine translation to be sure although you
can't escape the stereotypical lines as "my hips move on their own" which is a line I hoped would just be abolished entirely.

On the actual game, it's a nukige RPG maker title. What I mean by that is that it doesn't try to make the gameplay or story
engaging and is merely focused on giving you a servicable story and gameplay exprience while focusing on the H-aspect of it all.
The game is aware of this fact as it gives you an easy way to level right away which I recommend doing as there is no fun to be
had battling. Grinding isn't enjoyable as the exp you get from monsters is far too low to level up at a satisfying rate. Getting very
high levels isn't even required as the game throws so much healing items at you, one can easily cheese their way trough
"difficult" battles. It all serves as some flavor to build around the H-scenes.

Which is fine as the game doesn't try to be anything different, what you see is what you get evident from nearly all monsters
looking like grey blobs before the battle without any orginal sprite provided for em which tells you enough how much focus has
been spent on monster battles.

What the game does do good is the scenes themself as the artwork is very pleasant to look. It might not be as good as Melty's
quest but it nice to people who are into corruption themed scenarios. What could have been done better is the integration with
the story as the scenes themself are disconnected from it as there is no change in the story depending on the amount of depravity
one possesses which seems like a missed opportunity to me.
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For the price, its an enjoyable title for those that come for the H-aspect of it and are not relying on an engaging story or more
than bare-bone battle mechanics.
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Well written, no bugs in my play-through and definitely going to play it again because I've enjoyed.. Fallen Makina and the City
of Ruins
More like
Makina gets Ruined.
By a Goblin specifically.
9/10 would speed run in 5 minutes again. Good story definitely worth the money if you’re wondering how to get the uncensored
patch you go to Kagura Games website then click on the game then on all of the games that are out it should have a patch for it
also you can get to Kagura Game’s website off of steam if you didn’t know. Anime tiddies.. quot;Fallen ~Makina and the City of
Ruins" is the first game translated and published by Kagura Games.

I'll keep this nice and short. In terms of game mechanics and story, the game isn't very advanced or in any way groundbreaking.
On the contrary, it's quite "one point below standard", and gameplay always feels like you're going from point a to point b, then
to c, and so on, and so on, meaning that it's very "on rails".

But! Oh yes, there's a "but"! With a capital B! The scene art is AMAZING compared to most ero games on Steam. Even outside
of Steam, the scene art is in the top tier.
And also, the translation is superb! Compared to shi**y publishers like SakuraGame whose gamebreaking "work" seems more
like a cruel joke and an insult to english speaking customers, Kagura Games actually seem to KNOW english and take their
work seriously! There's only a couple of spelling errors in the entire game, and the rest is perfect everyday english! My hat goes
off to Kagura Games who's obviously put a lot of real effort and pride into making a stellar "translation and publishing"-debut in
the ero game community, and for Another Story for entrusting them with their game.

Hopefully we'll get to see more of Kagura Games in the future, because honestly, the ero game community has too few
translators who's willing to put in a decent amount of work. I also hope that they'll choose a better, more original and more
advanced game for their next translation and publishing project, because I think it's gonna be their best chance of gaining
attention from western customers and the Japanese ero game circles alike.. great game but how do i get the uncensored patch?.
didn't like it. nice H game. decent normal RPG.
worth the price. interesting game ╾━╤デ╦︻(▀̿Ĺ̯▀̿ ̿)

Great Plot ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)

&

PLOT ¯\_(ツ)_/¯
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